[Short-term psychiatric hospitalization in an emergency room unit].
Short-term psychiatric hospitalization, developed during the past 2 decades, needs thorough evaluation with regard to its advantages. It is important to be able to identify those patients who might be aided by such treatment. Therefore the psychiatric emergency room physician should have at hand a model which would enable quick and relatively accurate decisions in identifying such patients. Our work shows that they are either without previous psychiatric history or had been admitted for less than 2 months; that they had suffered from depression, anxiety, personality disorder or addiction; that they had a substantial support system; and that when they had been treated, there had been good compliance with prescribed medication. On the other hand, those who probably would not benefit from short-term psychiatric hospitalization had a history of psychiatric hospitalization of usually more than 2 months; were diagnosed as suffering from schizophrenia or affective disorder; lacked substantial family support; and had poor compliance with medication. This data may aid the physician during the initial interview in the psychiatric emergency room in deciding on further treatment. We also found that psychiatric emergency room diagnoses are usually reliable; and that those whose only diagnosis was "for observation" had a fair chance of a successful result after short-term hospitalization (discharge directly from the emergency room unit). We therefore presume that a sharper characterization of patients referred to the psychiatric emergency room may aid in tailoring the most suitable treatment for any particular patient, thus reserving short-term hospitalization only for those who would benefit the most.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)